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Understanding Qawwali
About the Symposium and the evening concert
Conceptualized by Manjari Chaturvedi, Sufi Kathak Foundation’s “Understanding Qawwali” series of
symposiums is a unique initiative to explore the music form of Qawwali. Now in its third edition, the
symposium focuses on revival of the oral tradition of Qawwali with a strong emphasis on the livelihoods
of performing artists. This year, we discussed the anthropology and the social impact of art-form of
Qawwali. This was achieved through a multipronged approach by lectures, talks, discussions, photo
documentations and actual live performances. This seminar also discussed the simple and complex
approaches necessary for the artists, who are mostly uneducated themselves, to attract financial support
and thus at the same time increase their livelihood opportunities through their performance skills.
The evening concert presented a hitherto unexplored perspective to the festival of Holi as the Qawwals
sing in their powerful voices in jubilation, reciting verses with fresh and intriguing connotations to what
is already known of Holi and Basant in popular folk songs and poetry. As the music form of Qawwali has
eternally imbibed within itself influences from various communities in India, this is an initiative to bring
this feature of Qawwali in public domain. A riveting and unique celebration of the festival of Holi bring
forth its spirit of merriment and cultural harmony in the true sense, "Colours of Love" features traditional
Qawwals singing the delightful play of Holi and the revelry of the festival of Basant as written by Sufi
saints and poets. The evening brought together traditional Qawwals from Hyderabad who sang
traditional Hori and basant and the association of these festivals with Sufi saints. Through the concert, the
audiences experienced during the performance, the various interesting aspects of Qawwali like the girah,
the use of poetry in social context and expertise of the practitioners in effortlessly using the literary texts
as part of their singing. All of which was extensively discussed during the day at the talks, presentations
and discussions.
Introduction to Manjari Chaturvedi:
Manjari Chaturvedi a visionary in the field of performing arts, has formed this academic interactive
platform where in discussions about the art-form and their practice in today’s times takes place using
many interdisciplinary forms. She is a force and a name to reckon with and has blazed her own path with
her work in last fifteen years on the Sufi thought. With the establishment of the Foundation she has taken
a leap further to support marginal artists and provides research opportunities to scholars and students
under the banner of the Sufi Kathak Foundation. The creator and the only performing artist of Sufi
Kathak in the world, Manjari has worked extensively to archive, preserve, promote and present the
different music and dance forms associated with the Sufi thought.

Sufi Kathak Foundation:
1 Visionary... 6 Years... 19 Festivals / Symposiums… 301 Artists
The Sufi Kathak Foundation is a non-profit registered society (Regd. 61883, exempt from tax under
Section 80g and12A) formed to spread awareness about India’s intangible heritage in music & dance and
to preserve the gradually fading more than seven hundred year old Sufi Traditions in Music. Founded by
Manjari Chaturvedi, SKF aims to create a world of cultural unity by spreading the message of love of the
Sufis. It aims to evolve a humanist outlook and create centers, organize training classes, workshops and
musical concerts to promote Sufi music, Qawwali, Sufi Kathak, and folk & classical dance across the
world. SKF also seeks to initiate children and orient the youth to become self-employed through arts dance and music. To this end, it provides assistance and support to needy artists and students through
scholarships, pensions and medical support. In addition to the Understanding Qawwali series, a few
other projects that the Foundation has undertaken under the guidance of Manjari Chaturvedi are:


The Qawwali Heritage Museum: Preserving Qawwali – Preserving the intangible heritage of Qawwali
in a digital format which would be available to keen learners, scholars, musicians and connoisseurs of
music for their research and use.



The 22 Khwaja Project - A long term initiative to create awareness about the mostly unknown 22 Sufi
Shrines located in Delhi and around, through music and dance concerts. Till date, the Foundation has
organized tributes to Khwaja Roushan Chirag-e-Dehli, Khwaja Hazrat Nizamuddin Aulia, Hazrat Bedam
Shah Warsi and Shah Turab Ali Qalandar under the series.



The Qawwali Project-Bringing traditional Qawwali
musicians closer to the audience through numerous
programmes, including the Qawwali Festival titled,
Sama and Ibaadat, which the Foundation plans to
continue annually as Qawwali festivals.



Preserving the Ganga-Jamuni tehzeeb – Festivals and
concerts to preserve and propagate the invaluable
heritage of different religions co-existing and thriving
in harmony. One such has been Bhakti Rang featuring
musicians from varied regions performing crosscultural repertoire, and Radha Raas, that captures the
divine love for Lord Krishna as imagined by Muslim poets.



The Last Song of Awadh – A unique symposium dedicated to the music and dance of Awadh from the
era of Nawabs, featuring court singer Zarina Begum.
All donations and aid to SKF is exempt from tax, under section 80(g) and section 12 A of the Income Tax
Act. SKF is registered under FCRA norms for receipt of foreign grants.

Understanding Qawwali- 2015
March 7th, 2015
Introductory Note & Welcome Address
Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi, President, Sufi Kathak Foundation

Speakers
Prof Saiyid Zaheer Husain Jafri, Professor, Delhi University
Dr. Vinay Srivastava, Professor Delhi University
Dr. Rakhshanda Jalil, writer, critic and literary historian
Shri Vijai Vardhan, Secretary, Department of cultural affrairs, Govt. of Haryana
Prof. Gopi Chand Narang, Professor Delhi University

The Qawwali Photo-Project
Mr. Vicky Roy, Photographer
Mr. Swarat Ghosh, Photographer
Ms. Saumya Khandelwal

Documentary Films
Mr. Zorawar Shukla, Film-maker

Paper presentation by students
Ms. Harleen Kaur, Delhi University
Ms. Shreeja Agarwal, Delhi University
Ms. Shahwar Kibria, Jawaharlal Nehru University

Live Qawwali Performances
Qawwal Janab Ahsaan Hussain and Adil Hussain from Hyderabad
Venue and Time Duration
Lectures, films, presentations and performance – Multipurpose Hall, India International Centre, Delhi
7th March, 2015, 10:00 AM to 9:00 PM

Attendance
Over 500 guests

THE SYMPOSIUM: ‘Understanding Qawwali-2015’
seeks to discuss, debate and understand Qawwali as a
traditional Sufi art form of Indian origin and further
seeks to enlighten the masses about the same. The
symposium

featured

lectures,

screenings,

photo-project

discussions,

presentation,

film
paper

presentation by students and live performances by
experts and traditional practitioners of this art form.
Qawwali is a cultural ideal emulated in practice. Several thinkers have been of the view that where
Qawwali and Sufism prevail, it is not confined to a limited section of the society such as among the higher
classes/ castes or among the saints for that matter. The teachings have successfully percolated down to the
level of the masses. Also Qawwali imbibes within itself, elements from both Hindu and Islamic culture,
which have uniquely fused together to develop what is practiced as its present form. It is because of this
universal appeal and blending elements of Indian classical music and Sufi traditions that Qawwali has
often served as a mechanism to promote communal harmony, and unity between the different
communities in India.
Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi, the Founder and President of Sufi Kathak Foundation addressed the audiences
and highlighted the need for such an academic initiative for Qawwali. She shared the participation and
success of previous two editions of this seminar with the audience, and thanked our sustained partners
‘Sir Ratan Tata Trust’ and ‘Navajbai Ratan Tata Trust’ for their generous support for the three editions of
‘Understanding Qawwali’. These three editions have been integral to the documentation and discussion
of Qawwali as a music form. Since this is an oral tradition there is no extensive documentation of this
form. “Understanding Qawwali” is a first ever platform dedicated to Qawwali to share knowledge and
discuss. In todays times when the lines between an art form for entertainment and an art form for
spiritual elevation are blurring, it becomes imminent that
we discuss and debate and understand traditional art forms.
Ms Manjari Chaturvedi introduced the panelists for the first
session and invited the first speaker Prof Saiyid Zaheer
Husain Jafri, from Delhi University. An eminent professor
of history, Dr Jafri has also presided as Secretary, Indian
History Congress since 2012. Dr Jafri has to his credit
numerous research papers and articles that have been
presented across universities in India as well as abroad.

Prof. Jafri gave a detailed talk on Mystics, Masters and Masses: A documentary history of the Sufi
Khanqah of Salon in Awadh and its relations with rulers and local society. In his highly informative
presentation, he enumerated how Sufi traditions have been carried forward and their relations with the
society, historically as well as in modern times, with specific reference to the khanqah of Salon in Awadh.
Prof Jafri also mentioned that there is a continuous point of contradiction of view points between the Sufis
and the orthodox since time immemorial and in todays time between the Sufis and the society at large.
These have always existed and perhaps a difference of opinion will always exist and yet the Sufis have
always lived in peace and harmony.

The second speaker for this session was Prof Vinay
Kumar Srivastava, A Ph.D. from the University of
Cambridge, United Kingdom. He spoke on the
interesting topic of the anthropology of Qawwali.
Prof Vinay Kumar Srivastava has been a prominent
figure in the field of anthropology. Authoring
innumerable

academic

and

research

works

including books, monographs, papers and articles, he served as the Principal in Hindu University and
returned to the department of anthropology in Delhi University in 2011. Presently the Head of the
Department, Prof Srivastava has also been on the boards and committees of various universities and
societies on anthropology and sociology. Prof Srivastava discussed a well-researched paper on the
anthropology and social impact of the art form of Qawwali, in which he explored the kind of the literature
that exists on Qawwali the ethnographical approach of Dr Quereshi and other existing references on
Qawwali. He also spoke and discussed about the commercialization of Qawwali and Qawwals in general
and the distinctions between a singer and a Qawwal.
The next session dwelt on the poetry of Qawwali as Dr
Rakhshanda Jalil, a writer, critic and literary historian
presented her views on the socio cultural aspect of the
poetry sung in Qawwali.

She has edited three

collections of short stories and published eight works of
translations including those of Premchand, Asghar
Wajahat, Saadat Hasan Manto and Intizar Husain. Her
session began with her own personal exposure to
Qawwali which interestingly was at a pub in the west

during her travels. She recounts that how everyone who did not understand the words was just gyrating
on the rhythm and those like her who could understand the words and the language were sitting still and
letting the sheer beauty of words penetrate their souls. She mentioned the references of poetry in
Qawwali and laid special emphasis on the use of girah in Qawwali, a very unique feature that would
require a complete paper on its own in future.
These three talks were followed by a discussion with the audience wherein an enthusiastic group of
listeners interacted with these eminent speakers, raising concerns and questions, sharing thoughts and
ideas and even introducing fresh perspectives to the three presentations.
The afternoon session of the symposium was dedicated to Khwaja Gharib Nawaz and featured Shri Vijai
Vardhan in conversation with Zorawar Shukla, a young film maker and the screening of his short
documentary film “Sul –e-kul”. The film beautifully
showcased the spirit of the Dargah of Khawaja Garib
Nawaz, tracing in brief the Khwaja’s journey to India, his
association with his devotees and how people across faiths
and countries continue to be enamored by the energy of
Khwaja Garib Nawaz at the shrine even today. The session
received a remarkable response, as Shri Zorawar Shukla
shared his personal experiences at the shrine while making
the film and Shri Vijai Vardhan narrated some interesting myths and legends related to the Shrine. He
had a valid point that while the Sufi saints lived only few centuries ago, the legends and stories associated
with them cannot be historically corroborated and verified since there is no documentation. An
interesting exchange of experiences and stories about the great Sufi saints followed between Shri Vardhan
and the audience. The audience also brought up many stories and legends related to the Chistiya silsila
and the same were discussed.
This was then followed by another engaging session by
Prof. Gopi Chand Narang, a distinguished professor and
a prolific writer. Dr Narang spoke on the poetic
references and the importance of poetry in Qawwali.
With his rich knowledge of Urdu and Persian languages,
Prof Narang interspersed his talk with a number of
verses written by Hazrat Amir Khusrau especially his
repartee in terms of using difficult words and stringing

them into a couplet. He made the special reference of the language of Amir Khusrau as hindvi and its
extensive use in poetry for Qawwali and its dissemination to the public at large through the Qawwalis
that were sung at the shrines.

The next session in the seminar was “The Qawwali
Photo Project”, a unique documentation initiative
created

by Ms Manjari

Chaturvedi

for the

Foundation to invite photographers, to shoot and
document various aspects of Qawwali, like the
performers, the concerts, their association with
shrines, their general lives, their interaction with
audiences,

any

aspect

that

interests

the

photographer. Qawwali is an art-form which
cannot only survive with only the people practicing it, the art-forms also need in equal amounts people to
research, debate, document, and film and present the form in different creative formats. And
photography is a very powerful medium. A presentation by Mr. Vicky Roy, from Salaam Balak Trust
captured the Nizamuddin Dargah where various artists
along with Pakistani artistes have performed was much
appreciated

by

the

audience.

The

second

photo

presentation was done by Mr Swarat Ghosh is working on
the lives of the Qawwals in Hyderabad, who are an
important lineage of the Deccan traditions in Qawwali.
The images showed the various interactions of the
practitioners while performing at the shrines. Ms Saumya
Khandelwal is currently working on the project “journey of a Qawwal”. The works presented this year are
part of the work in progress wherein the final edited work is proposed to be presented as part of the
seminar in March 2016
The last important aspect of the afternoon session
was research paper presentation by students. A
part of the initiatives of this seminar is to generate
interest amongst the young students to research
and document Qawwali as an artform. This year
we had three students from Delhi University and
Jawaharlal Nehru University who presented their

papers. A “call for papers” was displayed for the
students of Delhi University and its associated colleges,
Jawaharlal Nehru University, and Jamia Milia Islamia
University and South Asian University. From the above
mentioned Ms. Shahwar Kibria presented a paper on
“the Sufi Qawwali and Bollywood” and gave detailed
references of use of Qawwali in Indian Films. The paper
traced a genealogy of the Qawwali in Bollywood, the
importance, the limitations and the scope of the sacred in
the popular. Ms Harleen Kaur and Ms Shreeja Agarwal presented paper on “Neath The Vocals: Feminine
Impact On The Sacred” The role of the feminine in the sacred sphere of the Sufi ritual has not been deeply
studied by scholars. Initially it did not form a separate field of analysis and was enmeshed with the
overall concept of Sufism. But due to recent developments in gender studies and sensitivity towards such
subjects scholars have started spanning new arenas in their studies

The above stimulating discussions, the talks, the photo-project & the film received notable response from
the attending audience who were intrigued by the sessions and participated in the discussions with zeal.
Many among the attendees repeatedly lauded the work of the Sufi Kathak Foundation to create this
interactive platform for Qawwali.

The day-long symposium culminated in the evening
performance by traditional Qawwali practitioners Janaab
Ahsaan

Hussain

and

Janad

Adil

Hussain

from

Hyderabad. The performance received an overwhelming
response, with more than 500 people, the attendance of
the performance exceeded the anticipated capacity of the
venue.
The evening began with the lighting of the Shama, paying homage to the Sufi Saints, who may physically
be not present in the vicinity of this world, but have left behind their pure spirit of peace, love and
knowledge, through their centuries old poetry.
The Chief Guest for the evening, Ms. Vani Tripathi Tikoo, Board Member of CBFC lit the Shama as a
symbol of tribute to the Almighty. The Qawwals Janaab
Ahsaan

Hussain

and

Janad

Adil

Hussain

from

Hyderabad together with their group took the stage.
Through the concert, the audiences experienced an
interesting crossover as the Qawwals sprinkled the
evening with the Colours of Love - that of Sufi saints for
their masters and the Almighty, the love for a form and
of the formless, the colours in their literal and in their
ornate. The Qawwals performed traditional hori and basant along with other compositions,
demonstrating how a seamless amalgamation of cultures, religions, philosophies and arts has always
been integral to the Indian subcontinent.
Janaab Ahsaan and Adil Hussain performed traditional classics such as Qaul– in praise of Hazrat Ali,
moving on to the depiction of Basant and Holi- the prominent Hindu festivals, in the poetic
representation by the Sufis in Indian subcontinent.
They performed the unique composition Maula Salim
Chisti which traversed how a Qawwali from a
popular film has gained importance and is now an
integral part of the khanqah of Hazrat Salim Chisti
and they ended their performance with the traditional
composition of Hazrat Amir Khusrau - Rang, leaving
the

audience

awestruck

with

their

enchanting

uplifting voices. The performance interestingly saw
interaction by audiences wherein in they exhibited their appreciation for the use of many couplets by ‘wah wah’

some from the audiences also asked for particular couplets to be sung and added. This is the purpose of
this unique platform where such interaction between the audience and the performer takes place and
both are simultaneously enriched. And we were ecstatic to note that as an effort of last two years of
dedicated efforts of discussing Qawwali people come up with sharing of information. The performance
received a standing ovation by the audience and the artists were felicitated by our Chief Guest Ms. Vani
Tripathi Tikoo, Board Member of CBFC.
The one day seminar ended with a vote of thanks by Ms Manjari Chaturvedi, President, Sufi Kathak
Foundation wherein she thanked our sustained partners ‘Sir Ratan Tata Trust’ and ‘Navajbai Ratan Tata
Trust’ for their generous support for the three editions of the symposium ‘Understanding Qawwali’.

Audience Response

So wonderful are your programmes.you are inspired
soul and doing a splendid job of keeping the great
Indian tradition alive besides making farsighted
endeavours to extend it modernity.Thanks for
invitation.
Dr. S.S. Bhati


I must complement and congratulate
the foundation for organizing sufi
programmed of excellence

Dr. Muzzaffar Ahmed



It was great pleasure to attend the Rang-e-Ishq/ Understanding
Qawwali symposium again. You really are taking the event to
greater heights every year, which is such a boost to the
traditional art form.
It might please you that one of the papers that was presented at
the first symposium has now been published academically and
has proved to be very popular amongst readers according to an
academic website. I am attaching it for your kind reference,
since the paper mentions that it was presented at your
conference.
Anuradha Bhattacharjee

Media Response:
The Seminar generated wonderful media response with the leading newspapers like Asian Age,
The Statesman, Delhi Times, and Pioneer giving their stories. This reaffirmed our faith in doing
these unusual projects which appeal to both the audiences and media.

The Hindu, 6th March

The Pioneer, 24th February

HT City, 5th March, 2015

HT City, 15th March

HT City, 5th March, 2015

Millennium Post, 25th February

Contributors
The symposium has been possible with the kind contribution and support of our funders and partners.
Our contributors are the backbone of any initiative taken and organized by the Sufi Kathak Foundation.
By contributing to Sufi Kathak Foundation, their support is directed towards the preservation of centuries
old traditional arts and culture that we at the Foundation, strive to preserve in their original form and
ensure its continuity for the future generations of this country and to the world at large.
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